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CCTV Security Cameras and Remote Guard Monitoring 

Questions and Answers 
 

1) Can you confirm electrical plans for the PSH II layout; it did not specify locations in the 
electrical plans.  

A: Yes, the PSH II plans do not yet have the same level of detail. Please mimic a scope 
similar to the Estuary I Low voltage plan set up.  

2) Fisheye cameras are noted in the plans for coverage of areas they are in. can alternative 
cameras be bid?  

A: Our first concern is monitoring and any fisheye cameras can be eliminated for 
cameras that monitor and clearly see what’s happening in the rooms.  

3) Are you willing to accept alternative to multi lens cameras?   

A: We are open to recommendations based on the bidders experience as long as 
coverage is adequately provided and not lost.  

4) Do you know of NDAA compliance?  

 A: Yes, and AHA does not have specific guidelines to follow for this compliance. 
However, we would like NDAA compliant cameras. 

5) Is each building to be its own project? Or linked to the same system?  

A: Linnet Corner needs to be its own system.  Bidders can suggest PSH I and PSH II be 
linked together as ultimately, they will have the same manager. We do not know when 
PSH II will come online. 

6)  Can PSH I get expanded into PSH II at a later date or is it best to be separate?  

A: They can be set up to be connected at a later date.  For billing purposes, we like to 
have them separated out. We are open to either suggestion for PSH I and II.   

7) Can AHA request the wires that are getting pre-installed be labeled so bidders know which 
wires are available if they are selected?  

 A: Yes, AHA will work to get this request to the Vendor. 
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8) It is not clear where the cameras in the Parking lot are and what the (P) stands for.  

A:  Updates the plans have been added for the Exhibit G: Low Voltage Parking Lot Plans. 
The (P) on the plans stands for “prewire camera location, not power pole.” AHA is going 
to confirm how these locations are being terminated and will follow up on clarification 
of trees in the parking lot.   

9) Are there Specific Hours that Live Monitoring is wanted? 

A: After hours live monitoring is needed, estimated on a schedule of 6pm – 6am 
weekdays, with weekends and holidays included. 24-hours live monitoring is needed 
on weekends and holidays, and we want to see monitoring cost per camera in 
proposals.  There is a need that all cameras to record during these times while live 
monitoring may be only of selective views. Please use your experience when making a 
recommendation for hours and cameras to be monitored.  
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